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FEATURE

BY SuSan m. WILCZYnSKI, pH.D., BCBa

“Mary” is a wonderful example of such 

a friend. With an IQ in the stratosphere, 

she can talk circles around me in the area 

of mathematics. But discussing other 

topics–such as relationship issues–can be 

a challenge for Mary, who was diagnosed 

with Asperger’s Disorder at the age of 51. 

Mary thinks not in words, but in pictures 

and colors. That means she must translate 

images and colors into appropriate words 

before she can ask or answer questions, 

or offer one of her enlightening, often 

entertaining insights. But this extra effort 

does not stop Mary from persevering in her 
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relationships with others, and finding ways 

to be heard and understood. Over the years, 

Mary, a college professor, has developed 

many compensatory strategies that assist 

her in communicating with “neurotypical” 

people–those of us who are not on the 

autism spectrum. 

Communication, however, is a two-way 

street: The necessary ingredients for 

effective communication apply equally to 

individuals on and off the spectrum. It is 

vitally important that neurotypicals also 

develop strategies for communicating 

effectively with family members, friends 

and colleagues who have autism spectrum 

disorders (ASD). This article contains 

observations and suggestions that will help 

people from both groups learn to improve 

their communication with each other.

mutual respect
As Mary reminds me, social rules can 

be confusing to individuals on the 

autism spectrum. As a result, they might 

sometimes interact with neurotypicals in 

a way that may seem disrespectful. For 

example, some individuals on the autism 

spectrum may ask questions that are too 

intimate or intrusive, or give the impression 

of challenging authority or established 

guidelines. They do not do this to make us 

feel uncomfortable; oftentimes, they are 

simply trying to understand our decision-

making process. Neurotypicals need to be 

certain that disrespect was intended before 

they react.

It is also important to recognize that 

respect should be mutual. Individuals 

on the autism spectrum sometimes feel 

disrespected by neurotypicals as well. 

All too often, neurotypicals speak to 

individuals with ASD as if they were 

incapable of understanding complex issues 

or like they were children. 

“I’ve had people treat me like a child many 

times, and I felt very disrespected,” Mary 

shares. “It was very hard for me. I just felt 

very put down…and I felt distrust toward 

those people.”

trust is Built on truth
To be honest, human beings lie. Some 

people tell outrageous lies, adding juicy 

details to enhance their fabricated facts. 

But most of us are more apt to lie by 

remaining silent, telling “lies of omission.” 

Neurotypicals almost expect this to occur 

on a regular basis and we tend to forgive 

“little white lies” very easily. 

Mary was quick to help me understand 

that all lies are a violation of trust for 

individuals on the spectrum. If someone 

with ASD asks you a question, there are 

only two good choices to consider. First, 

you can answer the question directly. It is 

best to provide the clearest explanation 

possible, leaving out any subtext. Or you 

can say, “I’m not comfortable answering 

that question.” Some individuals with ASD 

may not understand your desire to keep 

certain information to yourself and may 

ask why you are not comfortable answering 

the question. This situation may present its 

own unique challenge, but at least you have 

not violated their trust by telling a lie.

There is an emotional aspect of 

communication to consider too, according 

to Mary. When she was a girl, and 

something was wrong, people would say, 

“There, there; it’s going to be okay.” To 
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As an individual with Asperger’s, 

Mary offers her perspective of some 

of the communication challenges that 

can occur between neurotypicals and 

individuals on the autism spectrum. No 

two neurotypicals process information 

exactly the same way; this is also true 

for individuals on the autism spectrum. 

Her tips, below, offer insight on how to 

overcome some of those challenges. 

Mary’s unique outlook helps illustrate the 

value of taking time to better understand 

those whose life experience may be 

different from our own.

 ]  Get to know us as individuals. Each 
person on the autism spectrum is 
different just as any two neurotypical 
people are different. 

 ]  We are an intensely creative people, 
and we also love details. Talking to us 
about our special interests is a great 
way to begin a friendship.

 ]  Never mistake our naiveté for being 
childlike. We can be very deep 
emotionally and very mature in ways 
that may only become apparent after 
you get to know us. Avoid patronizing 
us or treating us like children. 

 ]  Many of us are frightened or 
mistrustful of people in authority, 
but when we see that they are doing 
their jobs properly, we become less 
fearful. However, some of us have 
had authority figures judge us harshly 
and misunderstand our feelings and 
motives. As you take the time to 
know us and we see that you are not 
prejudging us, it will be easier for us 
to trust you completely.

 ]  Where appropriate, make it clear 
what the rules are–and be consistent. 
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Mary, this felt like a lie because they were 

not trying to help her fix the situation.

“The flip side of that is that someone like 

me might see a neurotypical person who’s 

hurt and say, ‘Oh, I can fix that,’” Mary 

explains. “We forget that the person needs 

us to empathize first and then offer helpful 

suggestions. The lesson here is that we 

should all learn how to speak each other’s 

language. People on the spectrum need to 

learn how to empathize first and fix things 

second, and neurotypicals need to say, ‘It’s 

going to be all right’ and then, ‘I’m going to 

help you fix it.’”

verify and Clarify
While misunderstandings can arise in 

conversations between any two people, they 

are more likely to occur in a conversation 

between an individual with ASD and a 

neurotypical. Why? Because neurotypicals 

often speak using idioms and abstract 

concepts. In addition, our conversations 

sometimes have underlying subtext—

unspoken opinions and emotions that can 

be easily misinterpreted or misunderstood, 

even by neurotypicals. Mary understands 

that we neurotypicals often speak this way 

without being aware of it. Yet, these are 

exactly the communication issues that most 

challenge people on the autism spectrum. 

We can improve communication by better 

monitoring these patterns in our own 

speech when we interact with a person 

with ASD.

(These rules may be complicated, but 
as long as they are explained, we do 
not mind.)  

 ]  Presume honesty. We may fail 
to make eye contact because it 
makes us feel anxious. We may be 
nervous in social situations with new 
acquaintances. Some may construe 
our symptoms of anxiety as related to 
lying, and may not believe or trust us. 
If anything, however, most of us are 
honest to a fault.

 ]  When we answer your questions 
literally, we mean no offense. If a 
woman asks if she looks fat in a 
particular dress, many of us will just 
look at her, decide if she does and 
give our opinion. If you feel hurt by 
anything we say, please know that we 
do not mean to be hurtful. Many of 
us cannot read your face to know we 
have hurt you. We will know only if 
you tell us. 

 ]  Tell us if we are making you 
uncomfortable. For example, if we 
invade your personal space, and 
you just move away, we may not 
understand why. If you say something 
like, “I am not comfortable with 
someone standing that close, but 
six inches farther apart feels good to 
me,” we will generally be very willing 
to do that, and not feel hurt. 

 ]  We like logical explanations. When 
you are explaining something to us, 
it is often easier for us to understand 
if you give us details first and the big 
picture second.

 ]  We often lack competence with 
social skills and interpreting people’s 
intent. Do not use social constructs 
in explanation, but define things 
logically and factually. We may verify 
and clarify often, and although this 
can seem as if we are being difficult, 
it is vital to our understanding. 
In addition, you will often find it 
important to verify and clarify your 
understanding of what we say. We 
greatly appreciate patient people.

...neurotypicals often speak using idioms and abstract 
concepts.
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When conversing with most people on 

the autism spectrum, it can be helpful to 

“verify and clarify.” That is, you should 

confirm that what you said has been 

understood in the manner you intended. 

If a miscommunication has occurred, you 

should clarify your intent or content. Do 

not be surprised if individuals with ASD 

need further clarification. Of course, this 

may also happen in conversations between 

neurotypicals. Respectfully requesting and 

adding clarification should be our goal 

regardless of our communicative partner.

nonverbal Communication
Keep in mind that much of what we 

communicate with each other happens 

nonverbally. Our interest in initiating and 

maintaining a social interaction is conveyed in 

our posture, facial expression and eye contact. 

Furtive glances at the door may indicate an 

intense desire to escape. Like many people 

on the spectrum, Mary works hard to better 

understand these nonverbal cues. 

alternative and augmentative 
Communication
In some cases, people with ASD have 

co-occurring intellectual disabilities that 

limit their ability to speak. For others, 

attempting to produce speech is too 

difficult or inefficient. These individuals 

are more likely to communicate using 

speech-generating devices or other 

forms of alternative and augmentative 

communication. The fact that someone uses 

an alternative to speech for communication, 

however, does not mean that he or she is 

incapable of sustaining a positive, complex 

social interaction. 

Some individuals with ASD have family 

members, friends or support staff who 

assist them when they go out into the 

community. Unfortunately, some people 

in our communities do not look at and 

respond to the individual with ASD, but 

instead interact with the adult who is 

attempting to facilitate the discussion. 

We must encourage people to bear in 

mind that the communication is between 

the individual with ASD and themselves. 

Individuals on the spectrum will have a 

hard time learning the value of interacting 

with others if people do not communicate 

directly with them.

Whether a person communicates through 

speech, a device or pictures, the goal is to 

effectively engage another person in an 

interaction that serves a mutual purpose. 

When sustaining a social communication 

with an individual on the spectrum (or 

anyone else), the same rules apply: mutual 

respect, trust/honesty, verify/clarify. We 

must be careful not to dehumanize or 

disrespect an individual simply because 

they use alternative communication 

strategies.

Final thoughts
Although I have spent a good deal of my 

professional life learning about ASD and 

writing about effective treatments for 

autism and other developmental disorders, 

I still have much to learn. I have learned a 

lot about Asperger’s and other ASDs from 

Mary, but this is not all she has taught me. 

Mary teaches me about perseverance as she 

continues to use her analytic strengths to 

grow and change as a person—something 

we all should do. Mary teaches me about 

understanding as she knows that my 

response to an email may be a week or two 

behind schedule. Mary teaches me that there 

are always new ways to look at the world. 

And she brings joy to my life because there 

is almost always something to laugh about 

when we communicate with each other.

 ]  Avoid labeling us as “difficult” or 
“retarded,” or using other pejorative 
and prejudicial terms. This makes us 
anxious, and anxiety makes many 
of us less able to communicate 
effectively.

 ]  We have never been typical for 
even one day, but we would love to 
understand you, and like it when you 
try to understand us. 

 ]   We want to be given freedom and 
allowed to grow, and be provided the 
supports to do so.
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